
 
 
 
Thousands of traders worldwide compete for the last chance to win the easy-forex® $1 Million 

trading competition  

In its final month, the hugely popular ‘$1 Million’ trading competition by easy-forex® is proving to be 

a hot race amongst thousands of competitors from around the globe. Leading the race to becoming 

a millionaire, are participants from Australia, China, Poland, UK, Taiwan, India and the Middle East. 

The competition is really heating up with the two top traders from China and Poland competing to 

be the number one top trader.  

easy-forex have created a competition which gives the opportunity to both new and experienced 

traders to compete on a level playing field. This easy to understand, transparent formula calculates 

the percentage of profitable deals divided by the total number of deals made by the trader. To 

follow the excitement, anyone can visit the top traders’ leader-board at www.easy-

forex.com/million-dollar-leaders 

easy-forex CMO, Hillik Nissani said: ‘We work hard to make trading easy and that’s why we created a 

competition that would not only have $1 Million mass appeal but also rewarded better and smarter 

trading for all types of traders.’  

With only one month to go and the exciting possibility of winning, hundreds of traders continue to 

join the challenge weekly and the pressure is on. When asked why the competition is seeing such a 

big impact globally, Nissani said: ‘This is a trading competition with the potential of winning a huge 

prize at the end. We’re not asking people to do anything different than before, just simply enter and 

trade!’ 

The top two traders will win VIP all expenses paid trips to the final home game of the easy-forex 

sponsored National Rugby League team; the Canterbury Bulldogs in Sydney, Australia. During the 

game’s half time, and in front of a packed stadium, the top trader will get the chance to take part in 

a kicking challenge to instantly become a millionaire. 

The competition is open until 31 July 2013 to anyone who opens a trading account at www.easy-

forex.com/million 

For more information contact: 

Laoura Salveta 
Marketing Communications Manager 
laoura@easy-forex.com 
Tel: +357 25 828 899 ext 176 
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Notes to editors 
 
easy-forex® is an online trading group that was founded in 2003 and has revolutionised currency 

trading in over 160 countries ever since.   

With one easy-forex account, traders can trade currencies, commodities, energies, options and CFDs 
using web, desktop or mobile platforms.  Trader-focused benefits include guaranteed stops and fills, 
no maintenance margins, tight fixed spreads, fast execution, no slippage and advanced charting 
tools. Every trader has an account service manager that provides personal training and our dealing 
room provides timely market information and exclusive tools to traders that are looking to take their 
trading to the next level. 

easy-forex is licensed by the Cyprus Securities & Exchange Commission - CySEC, (which has been 

pass-ported in the European Union through the MiFID Directive) and Australia.  

www.easy-forex.com 
 
Risk warning:  Forex, Commodities, Options and CFDs (OTC Trading) are leveraged products that 
carry a substantial risk of loss up to your invested capital and may not be suitable for everyone. 
Please ensure that you understand fully the risks involved and do not invest money you cannot 
afford to lose. The information provided can under no circumstances be considered as a 
recommendation to engage in any trade. Easy Forex Trading Ltd is regulated by the Cyprus Securities 
and Exchange Commission (CySEC) (License Number 079/07) 
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